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Abstract 

This project was developed at a pharmaceutical facility located in the 
eastern area of Puerto Rico. The company manufactures oral contraceptives 
and analgesics. In the analgesic branch a new product is being introduced, and 
two packaging lines were acquired. Together both lines, called OTC-1 and 
OTC-2, pack six product presentations. The OTC-1 line packs four 
presentations that are distributed as follows: 50 count (oval and round) and 
100 count (oval and round). The OTC-2 line packs a 24 count (oval and 
round). 

Our project consisted of two stages. First we studied the actual conditions 
of the machinery for the lines. Afterwards we pointed out the opportunities 
that would help us achieve our goal: improving the available time for 
production in the two high-speed packaging lines. To achieve this goal we 
planned the design of total productive maintenance (TPM) and implementation 
of a setup time reduction system known as single minute exchange of die 
(SMED). 

Sinopsis 

Esteproyecto se realizo en una industria farmaceutica del este de Puerto 
Rico que se dedica a producir anticonceptivos y analgesicos. En la rama de 
analgesicos se produce un nuevo producto, para lo cual se adquirieron dos 
lineas de empaque adicionales. Estas lineas, OTC-1 y OTC-2, empacan seis 
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To make a sample representative of the universe, it must contain the 
appropriate number of observations. The number of random observations (N) 
depends on: 

a. the desired relative accuracy (A) 
b. the desired confidence level 
c. The proportion of occurrence (P) 

The accuracy expected for this study was 10% at a confidence level of 90%. 
Equation (1) was used to calculate the number of observations. 

XT - (1-65)2 * (1 - P) 

^Mnoo? W a D i t  ' °  2.5% and up of  the downtime causes)  we 
q n » / r l  1 ® ' 8 8 1 / a n ^ ° m  o b s e r v a t i o n s .  W i t h  t h i s  n u m b e r  w e  c a n  b e  c e r t a i n  

/o of the tune (confidence level) that our results are 10% close (relative 

perfbnrimice fi§Ure ^ activities 11,31 comprise the packaging line 

Design and execution of the work sampling study 

hjoh Way fStudying md analyzing the work performed at the two 
toiltS^ ^10 ̂  WOrfc Sampllng- The secti°ns that follow 
A St ofTnTu 5 35 * W3S deSigned 31,(1 & the lines. 
ass Lee of .r f T™6 C3USCS P6r m3chine was made with the assistance of the operators, log books and supervisors. 

Observation ^nmntr, ^rrt 

obse^LonLLmnt'L'b? ^ observ3tion sheet were summarized in the 
S Accumulated percentages were calculated for each 
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activity to be measured. The observation summary sheet collected all daily 
observations and converted them to percentages or minutes dedicated to a 
specific activity or downtime cause per day. Also, this form has different 
formulae to calculate the output per minute of the packaging line. 

Results 

A characteristic of the work sampling technique is its suitability to 
determine what portion of the total time is dedicated to a specific activity. 
According to our study, 65% of the total packaging time is downtime (fig. 1). 
Figure 2 presents the distribution of downtime during the time of the study.2 

• Downtime • Running Time 

Figure 1. Total time dedicated to packaging 

2Results obtained from a total of 13 days included in the study. This 
not represent a typical work day. 
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34% 
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| BBreakdown BBks/Meet. BP/C, B/B QOthers 

Figure 2. Distribution of downtime 

cateeoH^r\^fmedD^ ̂  n°n-Produt;tive time, is divided into foui 
S 7 T' P/C"B/B' breaks"mee"^ and others. Breakdowr 

eludes all interruptions in production due to mechanical failure, while P/C-
ZhLlr Th n°n-Pr°duCtiTO time d"0 to the setup and cleaning of the 
Silt! (Bks/Meet) ca'egory is the tune spent on 
FiSdlv cam a! 35 meCtmgS 3nd tiairaDZ offered the operators. 
reS'to LJf ^ mdudeS a" st0Ps m Production time 3 K 1 • '  
technL!i„iPmen' "1th 3 brcakdo™ Percentage the Pareto 
machine. ^ S h°W 1,16 breakd°™t is distributed per 
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Figure 3. Breakdown distribution per equipment 

On the basis of the Pareto, to reduce breakdowns it is necessary to 
analyze die causes of mechanical failures in the cartoner, unscrambler, case 
Packer, labels and capper. These failures make up for 82% of total breakdown 
time of the packaging line. 

Recommend flf inn g 

After analyzing the information obtained from the study, it was concluded 
that the inconsistencies in daily output were due to downtime. To assure a 
substantial increase in the daily production it is necessary to significantly 
reduce the breakdowns and the P/C and B/B. The best way of doing this is 
working through the causes of mechanical failures presented in this study and 
revising and improving the preventive maintenance of the equipment. A TPM 
would be the ideal tool for reducing breakdowns. On the other hand, the 
MED system is useful in reducing setup time; it is also useful for reducing 
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cleaning time. 

Preventive mniv, trance fp\4) 

nf With "lamtenance personnel, and after studying the histoiy 
of mechanical failures for each piece of equipment, the PM program was 
* addPM activities to the system according to the behavior of the 

wm.Mh fdd'tlon-11,6 frequency was modified to assure that the PM 
would be completed no matter what the line activity was. 

Spare party 

cham^T? tr ̂  WC ^that many ofthe mechanical failures required 

meant more delays "n '°r,the part needed was °ot available, which 
provided us a LTof ,!.^"8 I breakd°™ The maintenance shop 
packaSte»dwefou„r,hf ^ m°St COmm°n,y used for ** 0TC 

together the line mechanic f "emS Were not m mven'ory. Working 

area, thus avoiding unnecessary delays Tt all screws to the packaging saxsrrjs? 4' ^ 
What is SMED? 

- ;•SMED w— 
theoiy and techniques for performing X° 0 e" Tiie term refers to a 
Although no, eveiy setup can literal̂  SgZ £ £ £ 2 ££ 
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this is the goal of the system, and it can be met. Even when it cannot, dramatic 
reductions in setup time are usually possible.3 

This system was developed by Shigeo Shingo for the Japanese metal and 
automobile industry. Toyota, Mitsubishi and other companies used this 
technique to reduce their setup operations. Although our project takes place in 
a pharmaceutical company, some techniques are applicable to all 
manufacturing environments. We do not expect a single minute setup in a 
pharmaceutical environment, where there is a lot of FDA (Food and Drug 
Administration) and GMP (Good Manufacturing Practices) regulations, but 
a drastic reduction can be achieved with the use of some SMED system 
techniques. 

One of the major difficulties in the industry is that frequent setups are 
necessary to produce a variety of finished goods. Combining lots of the same 
presentation into one may reduce the number of setups but leads to higher 
inventory, it also increases the product lead time. We want a quick response 
10 e demand, and large lots are not the answer. Even if the number of setups 
cannot be reduced, the setup time itself can be cut down. SMED defines two 
types of setups: an internal setup and external setup. 

The internal setup is earned out when the machine is stopped. On the other 
and, the external setup is done with the machine running. Also, SMED 

1 entifies four conceptual stages involved in setup improvements: 

internal and external setup conditions are not 
distinguished 
Separating internal and external setups 
Converting internal to an external setup 
Streamlining all aspects of the setup operations 

Preliminary stage: 

Stage 1 
Stage 2 
Stage 3 

Shingo, Shigeo., A Revolution in Manufacturing: The SMED 
• m, Pa&e xix, 3rd paragraph 
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Description of setup procedures (actual conditions) 

The SMED technique is very useful when cutting down the time required 
for shifting machinery from manufacturing one product to another. Analgesic 
A has four presentations for line OTC -1 (50- and 100-jars). The OTC-1 
packaging line has an approximate 65% downtime of which 34% is credited 
to changeover (B/B) and product change or what is commonly called the setup. 
A typical situation on an OTC-1 packaging line: 

Packaging order #XX1 - 125k units (100 count, oval tablet) 
Packaging order #XX2 - 200k units (50 count, round tablet) 
Packaging order #XX3 - 150k units (100 count, round tablet) 

This trend makes an average of four setups per week. Our objective is to 
decreaL"™? 'i™6' S° chan8eover Pr«iuct change has to be 
decreased. There are three types of changes on the packaging line: 

1. Changeover (B/B) 

OTCTT^T "Z Whe" ̂ S1Ze 0f jars 18 chanSed- In our case, only the 
8°fs7rou«h a^ siz<= ^nnge (from a 50 count to 

priduZ rr The 0TC"2 packagulslule is dedlca'cd to the 
SSS 7 C°Unt' aldlou«h e™«ually it will package the 50 
count jar. During changeover the floor is cleaned with a germicide the 

ctZTchauZd ZZ andthe adiacent 

cWs »d smZ 7 The EXCeSS dust 18 by vacuum 
feSe clelTnf" u With C°mpressed ai' Af® 
proceed todmnpp^h ***** of e4uiPment, the mechanics on shift 
thZfrrlonTto adJusta>ents m size 
prLrSfferenZLS'Ze 7',^'° be packa§ed Da™g the whole 
pTb 
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Timing charts 

One of the most useful tools in improving changeover times is the timing 
chart. The timing chart is a pictorial representation of all the activities 
associated with the changeover laid out over time. During the first stage 
we used this tool to separate the activities of the internal and external 
setups. With the help of the operators and the protocol we defined the 
activities performed during the setup time and how much time each one 
took. 

2. Product change 

As the name suggests this is a change of a product, when one type of 
tablet package order is finished and another type of tablet is to be started 
(from oval to round or viceversa). During this type of change, parts are 
removed from the filler machine and taken to a wash station for cleaning. 
Together with these cleaned parts, the parts corresponding to the new 
order are brought in. During this time the floor is cleaned with a 
germicide; so as are the interior and exterior surfaces of each machine and 
the adjacent areas (chairs and tables). The excess dust is suctioned by 
vacuum cleaners and stuck material is removed with compressed air hoses. 
During the entire process, different forms are filled out for the final 
approval of the line. The standard time for product change is eight hours. 

Back-to-back 

Back to back change is carried out when a packaging line order is 
ollowed by another for the same product. In this case only the 

codification of the lot is changed. During the cleanup the operators remove 
all material from the last lot and clean all equipment with compressed air 
to remove any stuck component or tablet. They remove excess dust and 
c ean ^th a germicide the interior surfaces of each machine, floor and 
adjacent areas (tables and chairs). Then they transport the packaging 
components and tablets that will be used in the next packaging order. 

Ufing the entire process different forms are filled out for the final 
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approval of the line. The standard time for this cleaning is three hours. We 
do not include this cleaning in our project (there are no mechanical setups) 
but there are improvements in this category; from 3 hours, presently the 
performance is 1.5 hours. 

Description of the OTC packaging line 

OTC is a high speed packaging line made up of eight machines whose 
f~lS H f S'age °fthc pr0duct manufacturing process It 

t011,6 Stage ofcompleting the pallets with 
shippers (fig. 4). Table 2 shows the distribution of operators in the OTC line 

Unscramble r—\ ~r~\ "" 

^ 5? Labeler (0> Buadler Case-Packer 

nifcr 

floating 
«— <&—) 

Accure. #1 Accum. U2 
Cartoner 

Capper 

On-line Iw. U1 

<2> 
Bundkr Case-Packer 

*— <2>—> 

On-Line Ins. #2 

Figure 4. OTC top view 
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Table 2. Positions in the OTC line and number of operators assigned 
Position I Onpratnrc necirmo/l 

Unscrambler - filler 1 
Capper - sealer 1 
Labeler i 
Cartoner 

± 

1 
Conveyor 1 
Bundler - case packer 1 
On-line inspector 2 
Floating (material handlers) 1 

Each operator is responsible for his equipment, including speed setup and 
cleanup in each change presentation. The function of the operator assigned 

to e conveyor is to inspect the sealing and printing on the boxes that leave 
e cartoner. The function of the on-line inspector is to audit the product 

quality during the entire packaging process. The OTC lines adopted a quality 
assurance system that requires minimum supervision and intervention from the 
Quality Assurance Department. 

Preliminary stage: Internal and external set up are not distinguished 

In this phase we collected all the necessary information on how the 
j, ^es on OTC lines were made. Work sampling, primarily designed to 

ternune causes of downtime was a decisive tool for recording floor 
servations of the changeover and product change process, considering that 
spoit eight hours daily for three weeks gathering data. Together with this 

a" Ormat'on the complete study of the protocols and procedures of the 
ea we obtained a better understanding of changes on the OTC packaging 

• o this we can add the valuable information obtained from the operators 
g weekly meetings with them. 

changeover and product change procedures, multiple tasks 
e performed. On many occasions activities that could have been completed 

exte Wa^Cr c^lanSe were completed during the change, making it more 
nS1Ve- Tasks such as looking for buckets and other cleaning equipment 
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(mops, wash clothes and others), looking for labels for the reject stations, the 
retrieval of material, transportation of material for the next order and 
documentation, all made us observe that changeover time would be greatly 
reduced by implementing a technique such as SMED. Lack of organization 
was evident between the operators; we observed that the same task was done 
twice by two different persons. Figures 5 and 6 show the product change and 
back to back (changeover) timing charts respectively. 

H*un 

Jtdura to stock 

Tool lint 7ku 

Figure 5. Product change timing chart 
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tanloxod 
K^coflcSatioe procedures 
Clan UnscramNa / Filler eq uproot £ am 
Qm Cipper / Sealer equipment t area 
QanLatotrequipntattirea 
CtaiCMonereqiiiptnea&irea 
Cfcw Beadier equipment & area 
Ctafl Case Packg eqajpmeot & area 
Check msteriais' codiScaiion & description 
Setthg prirted equipment 
liic Inspection fc Approval 
Equipment set • np 

Tottl lime: 6.75 hn 

Figure 6. Changeover timing chart 

•Stage 1: Separating internal and external setups 

In this stage each activity is listed according to its position in the cleaning 
P^od. With the timing chart tool we identified the internal and external setup 

c'eanup of each equipment. Given that the pharmaceutical industry is 
^ by regulations of agencies such as the FDA, many activities that could 

external setups, such as transportation of materials assigned to the 
Pac aging order, cleanups, inspections, approvals and a great deal of the 
ocumentation, must be included as internal setups. This means that these 
c 'vities could be done once the lot is completed and leaves the line, which 

the machinery is stopped. Given that cleanup activities take up a great 
est h°r fc C^an£eover t"ne' we analyze them in more detail. In order to 
listed'S^ *33ra^e' act'v^es> all the tasks performed during changeover were 

s e »so as to coordinate the personnel and assign each activity to be done 
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immediately after the packaging order is finished. It was planned this way 
because there was poor coordination and communication within the group. 
During weekly meetings and with common consent of the group, tasks were 
reassigned so that each position had several tasks to do, so as to create a 
balance within the group. Table 3 describes the tasks performed during each 
position of the packaging line and its corresponding code for tables 4 and 5. 
Tables 4 and 5 show each position of the packaging line and its corresponding 
tasks for the periods of changeover (B/B) and product change. 

Table 3. Activities and their codes assigned to tables 4 and 5 

Activity Code used 
Table 

4 
Table 

5 Remove dust ' 
Remove material from previous lot 
Clean with compressed air 
Clean machine with germicidal solution 
Clean floor, tables and chairs with germicidal solution 
Clean conveyor 
Document cleaning 
Get next package order material 
Set printing equipment 
Get rejects to accounting 
Support cartoner 
Return to stock 
Clean accumulators 
Reconcile 
Inspect and approve line 
Dispose of waste 
Support cleanini 

1 
2 
3 

N/A 
N/A 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
P 
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Table 4. Positions and responsibilities .changeover (B/B) 

IT a sks 
1  [ 2  1 3  | 4  | 5  | 6  | 7  |  8  |  9  1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 2  1 1  ̂  114 h ~ 

Unscrambler-fillcr X X X X X X n/a 
Capper-sealer X X X X X X X 
Uhcl<* X X X X X X X 
Cartoner XXXXXXXX 
Conveyor X XX 
Bundler-case packer X X X X X X X 
Palletizer X X X X X X X 
On-line stage 1 XXX 
On-line stage 2 X X X X 
Floating 
Mechanics 

X X XX 
X X 

Table 5, Positions and responsibilities:product change 
I Tasks 

Position 
Unscrambler-filler X X X X X X X X 
'(on-line stage 1) X X X X X X X 
Capper-sealer 
Labeler 

A | B | C | D | E  I F  | G | H |  I T J  | K | L | M | N |orpTo" 
Y Y Y V V v v v  

Cartoner 
Conveyor 

X X X X X X X X  X  
x x x x x x x x x  
x x x x x x x x x x  

X XX 
X X X X X X X X  X  

On-line stage 1 
On-line stage 2 
Floating 
Mechanics 

X X X X X X X X X  
X X X  

X X X X 
X X XX 

X 

2. Converting an internal setup to an external setup 

Aft 
proces eXammmS operations within the product change and changeover 
(bucket^' ^ £^eterm"le^ ^at operation of looking for cleaning materials 

' moPs' etc ) ^ the wash station was an external setup activity 
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inasmuch as the mechanic or housekeeper brought the cleaning cart before the 
package order was finished. This prevented operators from having to go out 
and spending from 10 to 12 minutes in bringing the cleaning equipment to the 
wash station. With each lot change and its respective cleanup, some parts are 
removed from each of the machines as well of their protective guards. The 
product change cleanup is a complete process because the tablet is changed 
and there is a risk of a product mix-up. Yet.the changeover cleanup is more 
superficial and requires less caution since there is no chance for a product 
mix-up. In this case the most important thing to do is to clean the dust 
accumulated in the machines and any printed material or packaging 
components from the previous lot. On the basis of this fact and the fact that 
the only cleanup that goes through the validation process is the product change 
cleanup, the operations of cleaning the machine, the floor and the tables and 
c airs with a germicide solution are eliminated in the changeover. If, after 
using t e vacuum cleaner, the wash cloths or compressed air or some 
equipment has dust, an atomizer with 70% diluted alcohol (which is part of the 
ay o ay materials on the line) can be used. Also, the operation of 

transporting the components assigned to the next package order was 
distributed among all of the operators. 

ners™ ^ made °f the contacts with the warehouse 
renX^, components and transported them to the line. This 
X7Tl yS "VT"8 11,6 because the entrance of materials began 
entered Cnded when diaPa"*<=d components 
resn^lt mn h 8 ̂  N°W' ̂  °perator looks 'he material of his 
rPprov7oD^etyf^n, 6 fm'SheS ^ CleanuP- ™s als0 ^derates the 
equipments !mn A Y ** °n-ime inSPector" Slnce each Piere °f 

odme^ oX °"Ce "15 Clea" ̂  haS material for Pressing. The 
r°le durmg cleanuPs- Tbe t^ks are dw.ded 

package order the other a^' °ne reconci|es the materials from the 
p , o d u c t  » t a , D "m *' 

or. figures 7 and 8 show with more detail the improvement of the 
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cleanup operation in changeover and product change. 

I 1 3 * 
Return It stack 

Rccoiciliatioi procedure 

Cleu Uiscratabkr equipment 4 area 

Cleii Filler equipment 4 area 

Clein Capper equipment 4 tret 

Cleu Labcler equipment 4 area 

Cleu Bundler equipment 4 area 

Cleu Cue Picker equipment 4 area 

Ckeck luteriils'codificitiou 4 description 

Setting printed equipment 

liae Inspection 4 Approval • 
Equipment set-up 

-

• 

Figure 7. Changeover (B/B) improved. 

Eflumment setup pw 

con 0Uf Strate^ rcducing clean up time, in this stage we 
ncentrated our efforts toward finding alternatives to reduce equipment set 

acf°v 6 —^ " * ****** kne- Pei"haps the most critical changeover 
!!.eS w'^n the presentation change of the product is the equipment set 

pack ^ ̂  '3eCaUSe 0nce c*eanuP procedures are completed, the time the 
aging line takes in recovering its normal production speed, 300 jars per 

u ( M), depends on how effective the setup was. 

activfv•^^Ure ^ skows'tke equipment set up is the most time consuming 
11 takes aPproximately 2.5 hours to complete. Some factors which 
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contribute to long set up during changeover are: 

all the equipment in the packaging line undergoes changes 

- there is only one mechanic available making the setup 

- it is necessary to wait until all materials of all the equipment are on the 
Ime in order to make adjustments 

- "fine tuning" is done once the production has begun 

Equipment setup does not take so long when the change is a product 

is AeSfillefmachi^aUSe ^ ̂  °f equipment that undergoes changes 

Tiiil Hun: 

Figure 8. Product change improved 

Line Inspection k Approval 

Equipment set 

Return to stock 

Reconciliation procedures 

Clean Unscrambltr equipment k area 

Clean Filler equipment k area 

Clean Capper equipment k area 

Clean Case Packer equipment k area 

Materials decking and transportation 

Setting printed equipment 

Clean Labeler equipment k area 

Clean Caitoner equipment k area 

Clean Bundler equipment k area 
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To reduce setup time it was necessary to make this activity as simple and 
organized as possible, requiring a minimum of mechanical skills. Among the 
tools used to accomplish this are the following: 

- Use of fixtures or dummies 

Fixtures or dummies is another resource we used to simplify the 
activity of equipment setup. Fixtures are aluminum cylinders which 
are permanently installed in the guide supports which establish the 
conveyor height for jar passage and in the guide supports that fix the 
sensors. For each one of the support guides that are changed, two 
fixtures are installed. One fixture makes reference to the height that 
each guide should have for the 100-count bottles and the other with 
the height of the 50-count bottle. Each fixture was marked with the 
color code mentioned. With the fixtures in the supports you do not 
have to use intuition and you do not have to wait for the components 
to make the setting. In addition, to avoid using tools we used handles 
or fasteners on several screws that are adjusted during changeover. 

Use of graduated scales 

One way of reducing equipment setup time is the use of graduated 
scales on the different equipment components of the packaging line, 

raduated scales are adhesive-backed rules which are installed in 
t ose parts of the equipment which undergo changes during a 
presentation change. The purpose of the scales is to standardize the 
setting on the equipment, thus avoiding intuition. To achieve 
standardization the adhesive rules are marked with specific measures 
0 c ge, based on the presentation. In addition, to make the settings 
as standard as possible and avoid misreading, a color code was 
es a ished. In the code all the marks referring to the 50 count are 

ue and those referring to the 100 count are red. The graduated-
bundf ^c^lniclue simplifies the settings in the entrance guides of the 

er wrapper, cartons, in the shippers, entrance guides of the case 
30 er and in the peel plate part setting of the labeler machine. 
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Operator training design on equipment change 

One of the causes of the extensive equipment setup is the fact that it 
is necessary to wait until the line mechanic finishes making the 
equipment setup before beginning production. The waiting time 
should not surprise us because all equipment undergoes changes 

uring changeover. There was no standardized system to make 
c anges in the equipment and it was necessary to wait until the 
materials for the next lot entered the line before making adjustments 
on the machine. At this stage the fixtures and the scales have been 
installed, thus permitting us to make equipment settings without 
having a sample of the material. With the help of the maintenance 
team we achieved a recipe-like procedure in which by means of 
illustrations and references to red or blue marks, step by step 
descriptions of each machine change were made. Using those 
procedures the operators can change the unscrambler, capper, labeler, 
cartoner and bundler/ wrapper without direct intervention of a 
mechame. The filler machine has always been set up by the operators, 

^ 'aslpacker 38 the 0n,y machine that, because of its 
mechanic'6 S ° C-L by 3 mechanic. After these changes, the 
and audit 8,reSp0nsi lties are to set UP the case packer and to assist 
and audit the operators in the change of their machine. 

Organization and storage of tools 

316 Veiy mportant t0 -ake setup as fast 
to sS I°T tHlS Pmp°Se' a cabinet was pin-chased 
l^tirr8 ̂  311 t0°Is Used dunnS the setup. The 
toolT^re ma^T^ 10 ̂  GMP 3nd security regulations. The 
which make easier th3" .^epa£ated in lnd'vidual cases by equipment, 
of the changeover. ^^ Catl°n by the PersonneI at the moment 
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The usual way of storing change parts is in cabinets located away 
from the line (maintenance room). Thus, any eventuality such as lack, 
or breakage, of any parts would be detected at the moment of change, 
all of which means delays in setup and final approval of the line. With 
this in mind we designed a change part cart. A shaded area, the same 
shape as the part, indicates that the part is in the wrong place. This 
detection would be done immediately since the cart is kept on the line. 
Each part is labeled with the corresponding color code (fig. 9). 

FRONT VIEW 

Lab»l*d parte 

<J~ Wheals 

Figure 9. Change part cart 

Changeover sheet (near machine ) 

We used these reference sheets to standardize each equipment setup 
m S"CJ a way the personnel assigned to it had additional help if 

' format provides visual representations of change parts 
ition to stressing the established color code. A series of basic 

steps indicates how to make size change on packaging line OTC-1. 
is ormat will remain close to the equipment on the line so it will 

e a^sible to any operator on shift. 
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Actual performqnre 

With the development and implementation of these improvements in both 
stages, time reductions in the product change and changeover were significant. 
The simple back to back cleanup (without setup) time was reduced from 3 
hours to 1.5 hours. Up to this point, our goals were met and surpassed; 
afterwards the changeover time was 2.5 hours. 

Additional rqpaf»fy 

To calculate the additional packaging line capacity after the improvements 
m the cleaning time and setup time, we compared two similar quarters: before 
product launch quarter and before product re-launch quarter. (April - June 
1994 versus Januaiy- March 1995 ). Table 6 show* f™- ci^ior 

Table 6. Data for quarters April-June 1994 and January-March 1995 

Produced lots 
P/C and C/O 
Weeks 
Shiftc 

424 
65 
14 

64 
12 

For example: 
For April - June 1994 P/C & C/O 
For Jan - Mar 1995 P/C & C/O . f r o  -  6 5  *  8  h r  =  5 2 0  h r  =  6 5  s h i f t s  

"aa? ' = 224 hr = 24 shifts 
Additional time for production = 41 shifts 

Additional units - 3,099,600 jars 
@ 75,660 j /shift 
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Total productive maintenance program 

Every company that adopts the TPM approach must accept that the 
quality and functioning of the equipment must change, the equipment 
operators must change their way of thinking about the equipment and, as a 
result, the workplace itself must change dramatically. In general, however, 
TPM consists of the elimination of the six big losses based on project teams 
organized by the production, maintenance and department engineer; 
autonomous maintenance carried out by the production department; planned 
maintenance earned out by the maintenance department and education to 
above activities. 

Steps for reducing losses 

Improving ffffotiveness of the equipment 

We have identified downtime as the cause for not getting consistent 
production as shown in the work sampling study developed in the packaging 
area, specifically in the OTC lines. This study revealed that 65% of the time 
[ c machine ceased running. This downtime was distributed as follows: 
rcakdown, 39%; product changes and changeover, 34%; breaks, meetings 

and training, 18%; and other reasons, 9%. With these numbers we concluded 
1 at there are losses in the equipment, and that if we reduce these losses we 
U1" 'ncrease the production and the effectiveness of the packaging line. 

Calculating pffoytiveness of the equipment 

With the data obtained from the work sampling study and the production 
ogbook, we found that the availability of the equipment is 57%. The 

Performance rate achieved was 92%, which tells us how fast the equipment is 
ruling; the quality rate was 99%. The effectiveness of the equipment is the 
Product of these three indicators (OEE= 50.2%). 

Because 85% effectiveness is a good index, we can say this equipment 
shows poor effectiveness. To reach an 85% effectiveness, we need to increase 
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itLaMkvMnTyo/T 10 u!%: keep the qUalityrate at 99% and increase tk 
istheindiTr rt, • • beobserved from these mrmbers that the availability 
""7 ̂1S7,,7g US ^ percentage of the effectiveness ta 
constdered good. Therefore, we must start improving this indicator 

Identifying losses 

study rev'Soi^aUh^rm m*Chine as 311 examP,e because the work sampling 
The areas relate '"i3 , sPent more time on hold due to breakdowns 
stations carton d ™ ° breakdown losses in the cartoner are the leaflet 
to ea u mm7 l SPT1SCrj POCketS'p,astic cbam- tm""S, change of roll (due 

SlUemg Pr0blems' For set"P »d dustmen « 
SCa,es to ™<> lack of accuracy, butdid 

mistakes. Therefore aTcrte''of°c .f" 10° C0U"tS) Cfear en°Ugh'° aV°i,f 

idling and minor ct colors was established per presentation. For 
nozais Th^afsTl- ^oldentlfled ™Vderjan, and the 
speed is 325 jars tw m- ^ "*3rS Fer 111111016 even though the validation 

jars per minute. Duly jars represent the mam quality problem. 

Reducing loss?*? 

To reduce the Josses in th* 
and trained the personnel in th !°ner we ana,yzed 1116 losses individually 
result of multiple causes With thTh ̂  fauItS md defects ̂   ̂
operators a checklist was created fC kmaintenance personnel and the 
Finally, some procedures to be follow^ ^ begiimin^ of the sh,fl 

or minor stoppages occur. be suSSested when faults, defects 

Brealcdo^ynff 

one will be "Reduction of breakdowns. The first 
analysis. The other technique is tr» f n™5 °Und\^or which we will use the PM 
"sing a checklist and training Fnr° ?W ^ guides recommended by Shirose 

ng For optimum conditions in the equipment, the 
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maintenance personnel and the operators in mechanical and technical skills 
must be continually trained. The training sessions must cover the importance 
of lubricating the equipment, correct adjustments of the machinery, cleanliness 
of the equipment, inspection of the equipment, the internal functioning of each 
machine and their parts, identification of weaknesses in the equipment and 
setting of the equipment for optimum conditions and specifications. These 
subjects will improve the skills of the maintenance personnel to assure that 
they can repair a machine and identify other aspects that need improvement. 
The maintenance department will have the responsibility of developing 
appropriate training sessions using their mechanical skills, their experience 
with the equipment and the specifications of the equipment and share their 
knowledge with the operators. The training department will provide then-
knowledge and teaching techniques to develop good training. The purpose of 
training is to ensure that the operators acquire additional knowledge and get 
to know better their equipment because eventually each operator will assume 
more responsibilities with the equipment and should be able to prevent many 
of the breakdowns, decelerate deterioration and maintain the equipment 
working and running within its specifications. 

A preliminary checklist for the equipment was created to prevent defects, 
protect the equipment from accelerated deterioration, diminish the possibility 
of breakdowns and minor stoppages. With these guidelines the operators will 
be alert to any hazardous situation; thus they will identify any deficiency that 
could lead to downtime. If any detail that can be corrected is found, the 
operator will initiate a work order so that the maintenance personnel (or the 
mechanics) can correct it. Any weakness of the design of the equipment can 
be included in the work order as well as any suggestion about the material that 
ls kemg used in the equipment (leaflet, cartons). 

If breakdowns occur while the equipment is running the operator will 
mimediately communicate with the maintenance personnel (or mechanic) and 
be will correct the malfunction. The mechanic should document the 
malfunction occurrence, how it was corrected, the time spent and any other 
details that will help to understand what went wrong. The operator will be 
Ibere as an observer, because it is necessary that he/she understands why the 
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malfunction occurred and how it was corrected. 

If the breadown is due to more than one cause, the operator will follow the 
same procedure and the mechanic will correct the failure and analyze it using 
the PM analysis (or cause and effect diagram). 

Setup and adjustment losses 

The setup and adjustment losses were reduced when some SMED 
techniques were applied. Basically, the cleaning procedure was modified to 

StePLan? 46 deanmS process The equipment was 
color coded to avoid lack of accuracy in the adjustments when changing from 

^ ^ rep,~ °f p-5 " 

Idling and minor stoppages 

reducfionofth^8 ^ St°Ppage loSses were ^shed with the 
me'f H°T' " iS ™POrtant that' lf 

prowl ILrTn in6 u '° gCt en°Ugh data t0 helP so1tc each 

Smty o^SZ t f' 3 meCh3niC shouldbe ca"ed to evaluate the 
these causes Also it ifim 6 a oppag® lnstant'y or if it is necessary to analyze 
it will affect the efifetivene^offteM ""Tp ̂ l0SS th3t °CCUrS'beCaUSS 

that each emnlovee unHmt A • ^WPMENT For that reason, it is necessary 
If a min^st^^a^ TOnverts'itself"Z1106 °f document'n® eacb stoppage. 

multiple causes, the PM analysis can be used tofind'the rorts ofthTproblems 

Reduced speed losses 

minute, whefiTTeT^ processing 300 jars per 
malfunction occurs there is a tr^ 325 jars per minute. When a 
reduce or eliminate the possibility th 11131 reducing the speed will 

Possibility that the problem recurs. Probably the 
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malfunction will be delayed for some time, but if it is not properly addressed 
(eliminating the possible causes of the breakdown) it will appear again. This 
will lead us to think that there are two losses present: a breakdown that occurs 
because all the possible causes were not eliminated and the other loss for the 
speed reduction which will increase the cycle time. For this reason it is 
necessary that, at all times, the speed be the same as the validation unless the 
quality control department decides otherwise. 

Quality defects, rework, startup/yield 

Quality defects must be corrected; otherwise, a PM analysis or a cause and 
effect diagram should be done to identify the root of the problems. The 
equipment in the packaging lines is not enormously affected by start up/yield 
and rework losses. However, these losses were reduced by using some SMED 
techniques. 

Ig.anj works and ip^ingQ 

Our teams will consist of: 

One engineer to give technical support. He must be part of the 
maintenance staff. 

One maintenance technician to identify the technical viability of any issue. 
He will discuss each of the modifications or repairs made to the equipment 
so that the operators understand what happened and how the problems 
were solved. He should also make sure how the repair was done and that 
the modifications or repairs made are the correct ones. 

Five machine workers to identify the possibility of improvements. 

In this stage team meetings should be held weekly. A team will choose a group 
eader to direct the meeting. The meeting will be a training session to discuss 
the problems found and the corrective actions. 
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Autonomous maintenance 

First stage 

Initial cleaning 

Elimination of sources of contamination and inaccessible areas 
Cleaning and lubrication standards 

Review the first stage 

Second stage 

Overall inspection 
Autonomous maintenance standards 

Manager's model 

an equipment moCompany lt was necessary to establish 

can provide for the maioritv n f t h  ^  l °  estabIlsh m  effective model which 
to deal with while imnl • C <Jircumstances that the operators will have 
trai^gpZ^'^?TnS?e Pr0gram' The model should serve for 

8 purposes and be technically understandable for the operators. 

Educational phase 

v̂̂ Sot̂ tel1 TV£ tra",'ng 'o generate a CAPD 
for the development of this trai^ °Pmfnt ofthePdot model is responsible 
maintenance ancfcn^ee^^ ̂ ^onnel'F a c^ector> the facilitator and the 
big losses reduction) the PM anT firstpart oftbe TPM plan (six 
form of root cause investigation a n d f h  U S e d , T h l s  techmque uses a certain 
Another technique for root cfuse inv^sti^ari ^ fr°m the CAPD ^ 
can also be used as a training tool to enm °n u flshbone diagram, which 

g tOGl t0 encourage the analytical knowledge of the 
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operator. The CAPD cycle is used for each criterion that is targeted. It is 
carried through to completion. 

Types of education 

Education must be conducted carefully because it will be the first step to 
stimulate the operators. The facilitator should develop lectures with 
information supplied by the program director on subjects related to the actual 
plant breakdown situation. The point is to sell the need for TPM in the plant. 
In this area the superintendent can help by informing the groups about how 
much money is being lost due to breakdown problems, among other things. 
The maintenance department has a very important role in this step. In the work 
sampling study, certain breakdown causes stood out by way of the Pareto 
analysis. A few simple ones must be chosen to be Used to begin the training 
that will lead to the freeing of maintenance personnel so that they can attend 
to the new job requirements that the operators will be generating. 

Audit 

Stepwise education will be a big help in the implementation of 
autonomous maintenance. A complete understanding of the audit system will 
help the operators to understand the goals and accomplishments that are 
sought in each step. The auditor's group for the OTC line in the packaging 
department could consist of the facilitator, the director, a member of the 
packaging technology group and someone from maintenance. 

Initial cleaning (Step 1) 

Because this company is a pharmaceutical, some of the things developed 
during implementation are already there but were changed with the TPM 
approach. After the training, or education, lists should be developed. For each 
1'st there is a tag which assigns responsibilities and documents tasks to be 
executed, completion dates and other pertinent information for the identified 
area. 
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Quick response system 

have a n f S y S t £ m '  ' h e  m a i n t e n a n c e  d e p a r t m e n t  s h o u l d  

include areas i"TT '£aSt tagS dai,-v' The lisl of 

accumulation that could be affected bvd^' ̂  g'Ue'dust0rgrease 

list should he n«;eH y cleanup time reduction. The question 
related to equioment f ° mamtenance personnel to answer questions 
became improvement suggestions, which, 
otherwise. ' °U not e bnie *° answer or explain 

prov^f^deSet"1^ T* ™ '° imPIa™"ting step 2. It shodd 
easier to eliminate then/s™8' Crldentlflcatlon of these sources to make il 
leakages and" ' TJ rtI °f S0UrC£S are metal chiPs>labe ail 

found could be cleaning I h" .0ses'TasliS'n "hich these problems can be 
cleaning, lubricating, inspecting and other routine operations. 

How to proceed 

Step 1 

the pertaining equipment sucha? Sh°uId be mc,udcd concerning safety and 
same time, it A? PY shoes' and others At <he 

reasons for using the Pit-viol CUSS 3 tra'n the personnel on the use and 
equipment. 3S ccn ers and °ther guards which are part of the 

•Step / 

" " " » • » .  r ,  

E " m i " " " 0 n  ' " ~ ™ „  

During the initial training for • > 
maintenance personnel should inrh.H i 'mplementah°n of this step, the 

include lectures designed to introduce the 
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operators to a better understanding of the equipment. Manufacturer 
specifications, instructions for the orbital small center (OSC; S-4760, S-4761) 
or the machine technical manuals could be used to detail how the machines 
work. In the cartoner machine, various items from the checking list can be 
developed toward the reduction of the six big losses, such as removal of glue 
from nozzle area, cleaning of oily or greasy areas. Cleaning and lubricating 
should not exceed 2% of the total hours worked. This time can be used as a 
starting guide and later be evaluated to either increase it or reduce it if 
necessaiy. As a guide to begin with, certain established points in the protocol 
(06-60-04) which detail the cleaning procedure could be verified. 

How to develop (step 2) 

After implementation of this step the line experienced a significant 
reduction in cleanup time. At this point we understood that enough time had 
e apsed, and that an evaluation had to be made to determine whether cleanup 
time had to be reduced or increased. To eliminate the need for a file we 
proposed extracting much more information from ELKE, which can produce 
reports exactly as we need them, such as schedule, parts, failure time, failure 
quantities and others. 

Activities 

Any cartoner machine area which has, or could have, a source of 
contamination should be analyzed and improved with a system to eliminate or 
prevent its dispersion. An example of this kind of source of contamination 
would be a nozzle covered with glue. 

SteP 2 (Audit) 

The audit step is very important because it can heighten interest in the 
Process or wipe out what little interest might be left. Operators should not be 
overburdened. We need to encourage interest and desire to improve equipment. 
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rmTk fuhsequent steps will be conducted as the previous two. His 
company, bemg a phannaceutical facility, already does many of the things that 

rec0mmends- ma>'be w"h a different name, but in essence the 
is in id™ t S^S^m tba' c'car'y details the specific production functions 
same h Td ^ ° ' 'S pr0§ram Por a 'ong time it has been known that the 
wtoher 7? ̂  "* reSUlt °f m,mmum defects and « «'a* questionable 
to do this ^ " m/chanic 10 adiust a bo't "hen no great skill is requtred 

S,tUat,°n *S 11,6 be,ief that «* 

other att't ri T What wU ^ mecha™c do?" These and many 
TsoMe T u C ChallengCd Upon 'mP'ementation. To achieve an 
coie mtorf/" K lmplemcmat,°n of 'be program, we need to have a 
maintenance C '°n etWee" tbe autonomous maintenance and planned 

Maintenance in the company 

three mai^fimctk^h.f ̂  °f 0* packaS'nS department at our company has 
the equipment eve v H i!" ge ofthe equipment maintenance, fixing of 
tn th™ S 3 breakd0Wn takes place «« ^ changes irr 

ant
back to back) since 

mechanics will have to spmdlk ® ma?tcfane® dePartment of many tasks, the 
The autonomous maiW ime looking for maintenance improvements. 
analyze their tasks with "th^ th° maintenance department to 
equipment fadum t ZclZZ , e"™natinS ^ of 

employees, who will L L m ^ ^ b>' 
standardization, nuts and holt* « • a- ™aintenance frequency, lubricant 
t r a i n i n g  p r o d u c C ^  
failures will be Dointedm it a* \ maintenance techniques. Equipment 
faults which need technical support. Cmp'°yees wiU be responsible for fixing 
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Quick response system 

A svstem, where the operator and the mechanical technicians work in 
direct contact would be convenient. On the basis of that, we suggest that the 
mechanical technicians continue in the area as they usually do and that the 
company supplies them with a computer loaded with the maintenance software 
known as ELKE to facilitate information handling, data entry and the 
information analysis they will do. 

Procedure to be followed in case of equipment failure 

lithe operator can handle it | 

E\ ery time a piece of equipment stops, the operator must evaluate whether 
c can fix the fault. If he can, he will fix it and then call the maintenance staff , 

to c eck for the fault that was fixed. The maintenance staff people will take 
ata such as the symptoms before the failure took place, parts involved, how ' 

t e failure was fixed and any other information that would help in planning 
prevention activities. The mechanical technicians verify the conditions that 1 
produced the failure in similar equipment to avoid the breakage. Then, the 
technicians will decide whether editing the computerized program for adding 
maintenance activities and to locate them in the frequency would be adequate. 

therwise they submit the facts for evaluation to decide whether or not to 
Inc U(k ^em as a standard for autonomous maintenance. 

^Qhcoperator cannot solve it 

If there is a need of a high technical capability to solve the problem, the 
operator will call the maintenance department. This department will fix the 
a t and take notes of possible symptoms before the breakdown took place. 

s department will also verify the conditions that caused the failure in 
similar equipment to avoid the same failure for the same reason. Then the 
mechanical technicians will consider whether to edit the computerized system 
I EKE) that the company owns for adding the activities. It is important that 
a steps are developed as soon as the failure occurs. If any abnormality occurs, 
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defective area or any source of contamination appears, the routing 
established procedure shown in the tag should be followed. 

Activities keyed to early discovery of abnormalities 

Time-based maintenance 

~TCC dePartment software has the advantage ofpnntinga 
cnflwarW ^ a ^e?uency oP equipment maintenance is overdue. The 
be g by ^ maintenance staff. However, they should 
The mnint°nCe ^ ̂ ata entry of activities and breakdown symptoms. 

T h a v e  a  m e e t m g  i n  W h i c h  t h c y  d e c i d e  w h a t  a c t i v i t i e s  
in whirh ° , C "aajntenance based on the experience and the frequencies 
decision It S3me rc U71 occurs- The PM analysis could help them in the 
manufacturer! "^P°rtant t0 e^'m'nate useless inspections. For example, many 
equipment W ^ e to apply a frequency higher than necessary to protect the 

of modifying 3n3,yS1S l° the Possibi,ity 

Condition-based maintenance 

and high technicaUk^ 3pP*y predictive maintenance is very expensive 
werZT^d 3Lt; aK rTred t0 USe the e"nt- Wlth^ -™nd 

it would be usefuf tT 1 ™mt™™ce. After the TPM implementation 

predicti!^ maintenance and ^clud the * * 
Condition-based maint* 3S a meth°d of predicting failures, 
and precision diagnosis. tW° dlagnostic methods: simple analysis 

gauge sireh'as'a tthtl TT" made ™th a *ati°" 
whether any abnormality is presew AIl'110^ PU'Se '° deteimme 

SO that the factory floor eouLmcnL P 3naIysis should be Set "P 
equipment operators are able to handle it. 
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Precision diagnosis, on the other hand, uses tools such as high precision 
gauges to find the sources of vibration and to measure and analyze 
frequencies. 

Goals 

To estimate where abnormalities will occur without disassembling the 
equipment. 

To permit quality checks of the repairs already made to overhauled 
equipment. 

To permit estimation of repair periods. 

To reduce maintenance costs by eliminating periodic overhauls 

Activities to shorten repair time 

Replacement of a worn out or broken part in a group of parts already 
assembled could cause inadequate adjustment between parts, most probably 
causing excessive vibrations, which in turn could cause a malfunction in the 
equipment as a whole. Sometimes it is easier to replace a complete set of parts 
(which could have been affected by a single breakage or worn out part) than 
to disassemble various parts with the purpose of replacing only one. To keep 
a fair supply of spare parts in stock, we should check how often these parts are 
replaced. 

Because the software used by the company in the maintenance area is 
Programmed to generate the list of parts that should be bought, the software 
should be modified to accommodate the maintenance needs. It is recommended 
that a Pareto analysis be done to identify the parts that most frequently wear 
out or break. To reduce the time used in changeover and back to back in the 
complete production line, storage cabinets were designed to keep in stock 
some spare parts that would be replaced with these changes. In these cabinets 
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ZZa'h,stde PartS^°re/reqUently nceded and h*ve 'hem handy when 
ZiMn c ofrr^ed' 'f P0SS,blC' '° 'dcmi* to reduce the possibilities of mistakes to standardize nuts and bolts. 

Lubrication management 

L̂Sefln"'S IT, ̂  8reaSCS and ods shouid be standardized to 
does not fulfih rh' ' °r '"'eating the equipment with a lubricant that 
co"dtS6—cturer's »trons. Anotherwisepractice 
typI us J ,n o y, bnCatlne P°mtS ™th the ^Pec-fic oils and grease 
equipment miStakeS 0r an «***«* wear out of the 

System for collecting and using maintenance - Related information 

breakdovv^and r̂geS^theT'"" l° d0CUment corrective actions' 
idea of the changes and the ' • neccssar>' information to have a clear 
niechamcs do not u" h ^ Perf0rmcd 0n the »at' 
terms and thev do not i i a le" y mechanics document in general 
the importance of dor mm°r * "is to emphasize 
assigned to them. d0CUmentm& a»d these responsibilities must be 

TJ io  J  

implemented simuJt^eSv u^hT^ p,anned maintenance could be 
maintenance must have efferti " °nomous maintenance. This planned 
maintenance because one d ve cornmumcation with the autonomous 
standards to follow. The concern"1°" the °ther t0 estab,ish effective 
as we mentioned earlier the TPIU ^ 11111 U>you flx must bc avoided; 
band, ,t is a whole « end right here. On the other 

production and maintenance departmems™" S,"eSSeS conoen"nS 
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Preventing dropouts from TPM activities 

It is very important to keep the groups highly motivated for the program 
to be successful. There are warning signs that must be watched that could 
signal the impending reassignment of group individuals. 

Managers must recognize the following dropout: 

* Frequency and time spent in meetings are reduced. 

• Only certain operators consistently participate in meetings. 

Excessive disparity between action plans and actual performance. 

Operators are concerned with nothing but cleaning. 

Insufficient progress is made with remedies and preparation of standards 
because of poor technical capability. 

Managers must recognize these signs by addressing the following causes to 
help delinquent PM groups in various ways: 

Not enough time is available to develop the activity because of tight 
production plans. 

The problem exists in a small group configuration. 

Too much equipment is assigned to a small number of operators. 

The problem is the group leader's leadership and technical potential. 

The problem is related to the operators. 

Because of poor technical capability, the PM group cannot understand 
how to proceed with improvements and how to prepare standards. 
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soonaspTOs^SSuchtr™b'femS' manascrs shou,d lake suitable actionsas 
reducing the amount of™.,- S ructuf,nS group activities and their scheduling. 
and reinforcing assistant f"12"' a',OCaled> technical weatas, 

s distance from maintenance personnel. 
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